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quickens the inborn tendency to good and causes a
struggle against evil.
Q. But if Karma is the Law of Justice, why does a
good man fail in business while a bad man succeeds ?
Ans. There is no causal connection between goodness
and money-making. One might as well say: te I am a good
man, why can't I fly in the air ? " Goodness is not a cause
of flying nor does it bring in money. Virtue is its own
reward, and if we are truthful, our reward consists in the
happiness arising from our nature growing more truthful.
If a man acts in harmony with the Divine Law, happiness is
the result of such harmony. This question is usually asked
owing to the error of identifying worldly success with
happiness and of disregarding the element of time.
If a business man who is determined to be truthful
does not become discouraged when he sees unscrupulous
persons going ahead of him, but stands firm and works in
harmony with the Divine Law, regardless of immediate
worldly .results, he wins inner peace and happiness though
great financial success may not accrue to him. Even that
may fall to his lot in the long run when his reputation has
been established, so that he will ultimately come to enjoy
both the good-will and the custom of the public.
Material prosperity, again, is very often the worst
enemy of virtue, and though welcomed as good karma, is
often the reverse in its results. It is a matter of common
experience that many a man who does fairly well in adver-
sity becomes intoxicated with worldly success and
prosperity, and falls away from the path of virtue.
We should not therefore think of the rewards of
good karma as consisting solely in material objects. The
opportunities of spiritual development, which a poor and
even a sorrow-stricken man may enjoy in any given life,
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